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CEO’s Letter
Waqaa.
It has been a trying quarter, for many reasons.
In one weekend we lost our Traditional Chief, Peter Moore,
and Tribal Operations Specialist, Theresa Chiklak. Our losses
are still very recent. Normally we have well established ways
to mourn with the families, but we are doing the best we can
from a distance. We all share in the loss of all of our loved
ones in the AVCP family.

#WFH (Working from Home)
March 31, 2020
Our CEO, Vivian Korthuis, asked us to “lean into the
crisis and come out the other end standing up.”
She says: “I’m just as busy working from home as I was
working from the Joe Lomack Building - maybe more. I
just have to remember not to let the batteries die.”
Follow us on Facebook @AVCPAlaska

I have said that we should lean into the COVID-19 crisis.
We are doing that. We are still standing – we might even be
standing stronger now. I am so happy in what we have been
able to accomplish under these uncertain times. To be there
for our region, we have stepped up operations to send more
support to our families, and we have been there to support
our tribal councils in accessing federal relief funding.
Everything is moving very, very quickly and we have to be
flexible at the same time we need to act with conviction to
help our region.
Again, despite the recent challenges and loss, overall I
am very proud of our ability to successfully adapt to these
unprecedented circumstances. The Quality Improvement
Process (QIP) has given us practice in significantly shifting
the course of a large ship, while still continuing to provide
services. In the case of the Coronavirus, in very short
order we were able to shift operations to allow for remote
work. Not only did we experience minimal interruptions
in our service delivery, but in some cases we increased the
availably of our services. Quyana to the Benefits Division
team for putting in extra hours during this time.
Thanks in part to our QIP and our practice in shifting the
course of our very large ship, I do not want to move to
quickly to return to our regular operations. At the outset of
this crisis, I reminded the Governor that we are already in
an acknowledged public safety crisis, and now we have a
potential public health crisis on our hands. This is a double
crisis. Now we are preparing for a potential third layer,
another crisis: flooding. Our VPSO Department is keeping in
close contact with the regional Search and Rescue teams, the
National Guard, YKHC, and other organizations. As a group,
they are closely monitoring breakup on both the Yukon and
Kuskokwim Rivers and prepared to assist in the response.
Although the State of Alaska is gradually loosening the
COVID-19 mandates, we are taking our time to fully evaluate
options and recommendations. In this kind of situation,
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we do not want to move too fast. Our priority is to protect our staff, our clients, and our communities. This
includes preparation and planning for our 2020 Annual Convention. We will announce any decisions we make
along these lines, as soon as possible.
I wish I could thank everyone individually, for their flexibility, patience, and strength during such uncertain
times. So many of us are learning to rebalance our work-home life while we also learn to be in-home teachers
for our children and keep up with the 24-hour news cycle.
Lately, I have been trying to keep my letter short, but there is so much going on! I will just mention one last
thing. I want to thank our Tribal Service and Realty Departments for offering their assistance in helping our
tribes register through the U.S. Department of Treasury portal for CARES Act funding. 55 of 56 tribes submitted
their information before the deadline. The CARES Act fundingcan be thought of in three categories: expenses
in preparation, expenses during the crisis, and expenses after the crisis. I have also ask that the fiscal process
is not unnecessarily cumbersome. We will continue to be an active participant in the CARES Act consultation
and assist our tribes in receiving this federal relief funding.

								Quyana,

								Vivian Korthuis
								Chief Executive Officer
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Employee Spotlight

Anna Hunt

has been the Indian Child
Welfare Act (ICWA) Community
Family Service Specialist in
Kotlik, Alaska, since December
2017. She is married to Kenneth
Hunt and together they have six
children ages one to 13 year old.
Her parents David Mike and
Agatha Hopstad are both from
Kotlik, and she is the only
daughter of five children. She
spent most of your life in Kotlik,
aside from one year at Bethel
Regional High School (BRHS)
when she was a teen.
In 2017 before working for
AVCP, Anna worked as a HIP
Data Collector for AVCP RHA
under the supervision of the
AVCP TWD Specialist in Kotlik.
Elaine, her supervisor at the time
showed Anna the job opening
for the ICWA CFSS and showed
her the job description. After
reading it, she applied. Her
experience as a Health Aide and
Teacher Aide in the past gave
her some experience and she
knew she wanted to help her
community and work with

children. Anna applied and was
offered the position and took it.
It didn’t take Anna long adjusting
and getting familiar and
comfortable in her new role. She
enjoys working with children
and their families to help them
achieve sober and successful
lifestyles. Anna goes out of her
way to make sure her clients get
the help and resources they need,
and she maintains steady contact
with each of the families she
works with. During COVID-19,
she has worked tirelessly,
mostly from home with her own
children, making sure her clients
are still getting the services they
need and remaining in steady
contact with case workers and
ICWA
Anna takes pride in all her work,
doing prevention exercises and
working with OCS and Behavioral
Health reunifying families and
doing her best to help them stay
on the right path. She is thankful
for the opportunities ICWA has
to offer, and loves attending the

Annual ICWA Conference every
year with her coworkers from
around the region and State
Aside from her busy life as a
mother and full-time employee,
Anna always makes time for her
family. They all do subsistence
together in every season,
fishing, picking berries, getting
herring eggs, hunting for moose,
seal, birds and more. She can
stretch seal skins, sew booties,
malagai’s, crocheting and
knitting, Anna hopes to one day
learn to make a parka from start
to finish.

“Anna Hunt is one of the best ICWA workers. She works hard at
prevention and on CINA cases and I am very proud of her.”
Charlene Striling, ICWA CFSS III

“Anna is a dedicated ICWA worker. She works diligently with her tribal families and her tribal
council. She maintains regular contact with AVCP, ALSC and OCS and always willing to go
above and beyond.”
Cynthia Ontiveros, Anchorage ICWA Advocate

“Anna is a great representative of AVCP. She strives to do her best, daily. She comes into work on
time with a positive go-getter attitude. Even when she’s not at work she’s constantly thinking
about ways to improve the lives of children on the Lower Yukon River. Anna Hunt is a phenomenal
employee and Kotlik is very lucky to have her.”
Dalarie Peters, ICWA CFSS Subregional Manager
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Growing Our Own

I’m really excited to share that we have one employee receiving her BSW Degree from UAF this year –
Leanna Isaac, Healthy Families Activity Coordinator. Serena Solesbee, our Healthy Families Extern/
Practicum Student will also be receiving her BSW Degree from UAF. Both students have earned their
degrees by way of the Rural Human Services Certificate and Human Services Associates degree program
through KuC. Healthy Families currently has one more student enrolled in BSW courses and another that
will be receiving their RHS Certificate this fall.
There will be a virtual celebration for our BSW graduates, hosted by the UAF Social Work Department
on Saturday, May 5th at 1:00 p.m. via facebook Live. The facebook page is called “UAF Social Work
Department”. You are all invited to attend.
Encouraging and supporting educational opportunities within our Workforce is so important and gives
back to families, the organization and our region in many ways. Thank you for making sure that AVCP is a
place that can provide and create such opportunities for their employees along with those we serve!
Melanie Fredericks
Director, Healthy Families
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Growing Our Own

Graduates
2020

Joseph “DeeDee”
Benedict Hunter, Jr.
Senior Workforce & Benefits
Specialist
Cert. Rural Human Services
Bethel, Alaska

Julia Cakiculi Street
Healthy Famlies Support
Facilitator
Cert. Rural Human Services
Behtel, Alaska

Esther Geneva Been
Heathly Families Elder
A.A. General Program
Bethel, Alaska

Clarence Lewis Dawniel
Director of Community
Development Diwwwvision
A.A. General Program
Bethel, Alaskaw
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Anna Mae Mosesw

Head Start Lead Teacher

A.A.S. Early Childhood
Education
Akiakchak, Alaska

Minnie Simon
Workforce & Benefits
Navigator
A.A.S. Human Services
Hooper Bay, Alaska

Leanna “Bubbles”
Kaligtok Issac
Healthy Families Activities
Coordinator
B.A. Social Work
Bethel, Alaska

Serena Rose Solesbee
Healthy Families Extern
B.A. Social Work
Bethel, Alaska
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Beneftis
•

If you are struggling to pay your bills and feed your family as a result of the Ravn Airlines closure,
please contact our Benefits Division. We are processing applications over the phone. 1-800-478-3521
We are here to help. We will identify the support funding that you qualify for.

•

Benefits staff have been putting in long hours to process 1,580 (as of 4/6/2020) energy assistance
applications. This year, we started offering end of the year supplemental energy assistance awards in
April (about four months early) due to COVID-related layoffs and the extra exenses households have
incured.

•

Current TANF beneficiaries are getting cleaning supplies and funds to purchase cleaning supplies
locally, in addition to extra necessary items such as diapers and wipes.

•

In 2 weeks, bulk COVID-related supplies (cleaning supplies, materials for masks) are being sent to
all remotely based Workforce & Benefits Navigators, to be distributed to TANF clients within their
communities.

•

Before the COVID crisis, our Benefits Division was very excited about establishing a contract with
Myer’s Farm. This contract would have provided the freshest possible produce to our Elder Meal
programs throughout the region, while investing in our regional economy. If Grant Air is unable to
fulfill the food delivery services, formally fulfilled by Ravn Airlines, we will not be able to pursue this
option. Our Benefits Division will be required to establish multiple food contracts (12), and will not be
able to provide or support Alaska grown foods.
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ICWA
Our Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) team is further increasing collaboration with the State of Alaska
Office of Children’s Services (OCS) out of necessity. Most OCS reports originate from schools and medical
providers, so during this time, our ICWA prevention staff are on the frontlines, within the communities.
AVCP ICWA workers are going into the homes to Facetime with OCS workers.
Under COVID-19 mandates, although children are coming in contact with far less mandated reporters.
Kim Swisher, Western Regional Director of the State of Alaska Office of Children’s Services (OCS), says the
number of calls have decreased, “but calls haven’t stopped.”
OCS is working even more closely with our ICWA team for advice on how OCS can still work with tribes
to establish the safety of our children within the required timeframes, while COVID-19 travel restrictions
are in place. Kim Swisher, Western Regional Director of OCS, says they are working on their end to keep
children safe while honoring and respecting community travel restrictions. However, she notes that,
“There are going to be times when we have emergencies.” OCS staff have received training on how to
properly use personal protective equipment (PPE) to ensure that they are not brining any unnecessary risk
of infection into a community.
Kim and her staff are working closely with AVCP ICWA to keep communications open with the tribal
councils, in the event that there are “true, urgent, child safety needs.” She hopes that “with the support
of ICWA workers and the tribal councils, we will be able to work collaboratively to make sure children are
protected.”

“We need our communities to be the eyes and the ears.”
Dalarie Peters, ICWA CFSS Subregional Manager

Tribal Justice
2020 Tribal Court Master Series Training
We are hosting our 2020 Tribal Court Master Series
Training in a four-part series of trainings.
Part One, is scheduled for May 18 - 20, 2020 from
1:00 p.m. to (no later than) 3:00 p.m.
Part One will encompass topics from all four parts
of the AVCP Tribal Justice 2019 Training Schedule,
and will be held and recorded telephonically.
This is a “virtual” training. All of the traing
reference materials will be sent to each participant
to review before the date of training.
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A registration form can be found on page 14.
Once you’re registed, the Tribal Justice Department
will send you a call-in phone number and
participant code, to the email adddress you provided
when you registered. Please use your personal or
individual work email address.
All previous training materials can be found on
avcp.org under the ‘Tribal Resources’ tab.

Going Virtual

#TCMST2020
8

Transportation
Through the federal Tribal Transportation Program (formerly known as the Indian Reservation
Roads Program), AVCP builds infrastructure, provides regular maintenance, and promotes economic
development through regional transportation projects.
By pooling tribal resources, we are able to leverage our buying power and complete larger projects,
more affordable projects, that have a greater impact on our communities.
Projects are continuing as planned, however we are anticipating the need to build contingency
scenarios into our COVID Management Plan for Transportation Department projects.
We are currently in the process of getting MOUs from the tribes and determining which factors will
trigger the transition from Strategy A to Strategy B, as so on. An example of a trigger to suspend a
project would be a resolution from the tribe.

Currently preparing to complete the following projects this summer:
Oscarville: Boardroad
Napakiak: Extension of roads to assist in the erosion relocation effort
Pitka’s Point: Road upgrade
Kipnuk: Boardroad

“We don’t want to be a risk to villages. If we have to, we move to
Strategy B or even Strategy C, which is suspending the project. At
lest we’ll have all the materials ready to go for the next summer.”

Clarence Daniel, Director of the AVCP Community Development Division
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Natural Resources
Our Natural Resources team
works to protect and maintain
the integrity of our region’s
natural resources and the unique
subsistence way of life. It is
essential that our vision and
focus includes the protection
of these resources and our
way of life for both present
and future generations. The
climate is changing, technology
is expanding, and we need to
ensure we are informed and
prepared. We also strive to
provide beneficial services and
rights protection to our region’s
members and landowners.

To guide the focus of the
Natural Resources Department
in the upcoming years, please
complete our survey found at:
tinyurl.com/ydfjvya4

Currently, the department has
two full-time staff that focus on
staying current with the various
regulatory processes and the
general state of the resources
we all depend on, issues
highlighted in the Bering Sea
(fisheries, response, traffic, etc.),
and assessing and identifying
potential forestry projects in the
region (hazardous fuels reduction
projects, etc.).
To provide the department
and staff with more focus and
direction, we’ve developed this
survey (see orange box in upper
right).. The primary goal is to
increase the communication
between the Tribes and people of
the region and the department,
and to help us identify the top
areas of concern and what the
department should be focusing
on.
If you have any questions feel
free to call the NR staff: Jennifer
Hooper at 907-543-7471 or
jhooper@avcp.org and Paige
Jones at 907-543-7472 or
pjones@avcp.org.
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Tribal Services
CARES Act Coronavirus Relief Funding
55 out of the 56 AVCP member tribes sucessfully submitted information before the deadline. One tribe is
inactive at this time.
The Tribal Services and Realty team contacted AVCP member tribes to offer technical assistance in
facilitating the submission process. To date, 53 of 55 tribes submitted their information through the U.S.
Department of the Treasury portal; the first step in the process to apply for funding made available through
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) Coronavirus Relief Fund.
The CARES Act was signed into law on March 27, 2020. $8 billion of these funds were dedicated to tribal
governments with eligible expenses through the U.S. Department of the Treasury, in consultation with
the Department of the Interior. Alaska Native corporations and nonprofits (like AVCP) are not eligible to
recieve these funds.

COVID AVCP Survey
Using the responses gathered from the public survey of needs (see following page) Our Tribal Services
Team honed in on the specific needs of tribes, working one-on-one contact with each Tribal Administrator.
Unlike the previous social media survey, this list also outlined the current level of internet connectivity
within each community, and any recent changes to access. This information was collected at the request of
the Alaska National Guard, on a Mach 25th.
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COVID-19 Advocacy
On Friday, March 20, we sent out a survey to gauged the nature of mitigatory actions taken by
communities as well as the current and expected supply shortages, per community. This survey was
distributed via Facebook and included multiple choice and open-ended questions. A total of 239 responses
were recieved. The highest number of responses (44) came from Hooper Bay. We received responses from
41 communities with an average of 6 responses per community. This initial COVID survey was used to hone
in on specific details, though on-on-one communications with tribal administrators, by our Tribal Services
team (see page 11).
The results of this survey have been shared with our state and federal partners to communicate the needs
of the region. Below you will find some response examples of multiple choice questions.
Results have informed the efforts of our Benefits Division team, especially questions #4 (What kinds of
shortages are you experience now). Our Benefits team are providing cleaning supplies directly to TANF
clients, and sending bulk supplies to our remote Workforce & Benefits Navigators, for distribution within
the communities.
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Events
Clean Up
Green Up

Calendar

Friday, May 15, 2020

May
05 National Day of Awareness
for Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women
and Girls

Last year Edna found $100!

15 Clean Up Green Up
15 Registration Deadline:
Tribal Courts Master Series Training
18 - 20 2020 Tribal Court Master Series Training
Part One: Tribal Court Boot Camp

#MMIWGAlaska
Tuesday, May 5, 2020
Join us in wearing red on May 5th and
post a photo to social media with the
hastags:
#MMIWGAlaska
#MMIWG

Retirment of Sgt. Daniel Max
Olick Sr. of Kwethluk
Friday, May 15, 2020
Sgt. Daniel Max Olick Sr. of Kwethluk is retiring on May 15. He has
had the longest running career as a Village Public Safety Officer, not
just in our region, but in the entire history of the VPSO Program
across the State of Alaska.
Please help us celebrate his retirement by sharing memories or
impressions that you’ve gained while working with or knowing Max.
Contriubte memories at tinyurl.com/yabggtwe.
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